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The silver question and hard times
Money
Natural Law of Money, International Bimetallism, "free Silver," Currency : The Silver
Question and Hard Times
Money; Natural Law of Money, International Bimetallism, Free Silver , Currency, the
Silver Question and Hard Times ...
Hardpress Publishing Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with introduced
typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original
artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.

Money; Natural Law of Money, International Bimetallism, "Free Silver," Currency, the
Silver Question and Hard Times ... - Primary Source Edition
Nabu Press This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to
bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.

Money: Natural Law of Money: International Bimetallism: "Free Silver:" Currency: The
Silver Question and Hard Times
Money: Natural Law of Money, International Bimetallism, Free Silver, Currency: The
Silver Question and Hard Times
Sagwan Press This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.

Money
Natural Law of Money. International Bimetallism. "Free Silver." Currency. The Silver
Question and Hard Times
What Is Money? Discussion of the Silver Question - With a Brief Historical Account of
the Coinage Legislation of the United States
Gadow Press Originally published in 1895. PREFACE; What is called the silver question has long been the most vital matter in American Politics; although this has not been recognized
by either of the great political parties. The repeated endorsements of "free silver" by conventions of both parties, and the repeated "straddles" upon the subject, have taught many
persons to believe that there is real merit in agitation. Many have been led to seek in the free coinage of silver a relief from hard time, which in fact are the inevitable result of the
vicious legislation in "aid of silver..".......This works will appeal to any one interested in the history of American coinage. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to
the 1900's and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in aﬀordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original
text and artwork.

Silver in England
Gold Or Silver? ...
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A Discussion of Both Sides of the Question ...
The Silver Situation in the United States
The Silver Question in 1893
A Simple Explanation
Honest and Dishonest Silver Money
Lectures Held in the Scientiﬁc Club of the Institute for World Economy and Maritime
Traﬃc at the University of Kiel
Wooden Nickels; Or, The Decline and Fall of Silver Coins
New Rochelle, N.Y. : Arlington House

Silver Money
"The background and principal developments in the use of silver as money since the beginning of the nineteenth century." - Pref.

"Hard Money" Examined
Memorandum
Parliamentary Papers
Bulletin
Annual List of Books Added to the Public Library of Cincinnati
Congressional Record
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
The Coinage Law of Japan
Enacted in 1897
Papers Relating to the Introduction of a Gold Currency Into India
Cobbett's Parliamentary Debates
Monetary Reform in China
China and the End of Global Silver, 1873-1937
In the late nineteenth century, as much of the world adopted some variant of the gold standard, China remained the most populous country still using silver. Yet China had no
uniﬁed national currency; there was not one monetary standard but many. Silver coins circulated alongside chunks of silver and every transaction became an "encounter of wits."
China and the End of Global Silver, 1873-1937 focuses on how oﬃcials, policymakers, bankers, merchants, academics, and journalists in China and around the world answered a
simple question: how should China change its monetary system? Far from a narrow, technical issue, Chinese monetary reform is a dramatic story full of political revolutions,
economic depressions, chance, and contingency. As diﬀerent governments in China attempted to create a uniﬁed monetary standard in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, the United States, England, and Japan tried to shape the direction of Chinese monetary reform for their own beneﬁt. Austin Dean argues convincingly that the Silver Era in
world history ended due to the interaction of imperial competition in East Asia and the state-building projects of diﬀerent governments in China. When the Nationalist government
of China went oﬀ the silver standard in 1935, it marked a key moment not just in Chinese history but in world history.

Money of the American Colonies and Confederation
A Numismatic, Economic and Historical Correlation
Amer Numismatic Society .

Sessional papers. Inventory control record 1
Selected Speeches and Reports on Finance and Taxation, from 1859 to 1878
Farmers, Workingmen and the Free Coinage of Silver
Report on Certain Economic Questions in the English and Dutch Colonies in the Orient
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By Jeremiah W. Jenks
Report on Certain Economic Questions in the English and Dutch Colonies in the Orient
Numismatic Studies
Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States: San Francisco hearings.
November 16-18, 1944
The Congressional Globe ...
The Baltimore Underwriter
A Monthly Publication Devoted to the Interests of Insurance
Hearings and Arguments Before the Committee on Banking and Currency of the House
of Representatives ...
Congressional Record
Containing the Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
The Monetary Imagination of Edgar Allan Poe
Banking, Currency and Politics in the Writings
McFarland In this ﬁrst-of-its-kind treatment, Heinz Tschachler oﬀers an account of Edgar Allan Poe’s relation to the world of banking and money in antebellum America. He contends
that Poe gave the full force of his censure to the acrimonious debates about America’s money, Andrew Jackson’s bank war, the panic of 1837 and the ensuing depression, and the
nation’s inability to furnish a “sound and uniform currency.” Poe’s attitude is overt in his early satires, more subdued in “The Gold-Bug,” and almost an undercurrent in writings
that enter into and historicize the discovery of gold in California. In Poe’s writings much is concealed, though his art also reveals while it conceals, in this instance, a deep felt desire
for an authority that would guarantee a measure of permanence and continuity to the nation’ s currency. That kind of currency was ﬁnally furnished by Abraham Lincoln (both were
born in 1809; Poe died in 1849), at one time a dedicated reader of Poe’s tales and sketches. Wielding his “power of regulation,” Lincoln came to save the Union not just militarily but
also economically. Under him, the United States government ﬁnally provided the kind of “sound and uniform currency” that Poe in his writings could only name and rehearse.

Hearings and Arguments Before the Committee on Banking and Currency of the House
of Representatives on Proposed Changes in the Currency System of the United States
Economy
Hong Kong University Press Economic history deals with daily life, but also goes beyond that to interpret the important turning points which made daily life possible. This book
demonstrates why Hong Kong was so successful as a commercial, industrial and ﬁnancial city at diﬀerent times in its history and how these major changes made an impact on the
life of its people. The documents selected for inclusion illustrate vividly problems confronted by entrepreneur and government at every stage in these changes. An outline history
provided in the general introduction and to every chapter brings coherence to the diﬀerent themes which emerge throughout the book. “It will be treasured for its strong historical
dimension, solid documents, and insightful statements. The appropriate selection of sources will please not only professional socioeconomic historians, but also the reading public
with highly interesting and important topics ranging from the voice of business, the legal infrastructure, to the opium issue, the sterling crisis, and so on.” — Professor Yip Hon
Ming, History Department, The Chinese University of Hong Kong “This book has provided in one place the most useful research materials for studying the economic history of Hong
Kong, a subject which deserves more attention. The thematic approach is most helpful and the introductory comments to the book and each chapter are extremely insightful. It is
highly recommended for serious researchers and general readers alike.” — Edward K Y Chen, President, Lingnan University
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